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Abstract 
Language as a culture-specific and environment bound phenomenon, compels 

humans to produce sounds in different ways in a pronounceable unit called 

syllable. These sounds can be classified into simple, clear, complex or ambiguous 

or doubtful segments. The two languages under study are English and Ikwerre 

from two different extremes of Indo-European origin and Igboid Language of 

West Benue-Congo family of Niger-Congo Phylum. Comparatively, the paper 

observes that English operates a more complex (open and closed) Syllable 

Structure than Ikwerre (open and simple). The syllable structure can be 

summarized thus: English – C3VC4 and for Ikwerre, in addition to the normal CVC, 

it has N-(syllabic Nasals), CGV, CVV, VVC, CGS and T-tone. This paper observed 

that while English is rich in Syllable clusters of constants and Vowels, Ikwerre does 

not record consonant or vowel clusters rather univalent and ambivalent sounds 

are given diverse interpretations that typify them. Additional observation found 

in the two languages include: doubtful sounds in Ikwerre that are either labialized 

or palatalized and do not occur in complementary distribution or serve as 

substitute with their plain counterparts that could result in meaning difference. 

Whereas clear sequences are prevalent in English. Morpheme boundaries are 

easily determined in Ikwerre because a phonetic long vowel results, when two 

vowels combine at a juncture, with the final vowel as V1, showing the boundary 

V2 as initial vowel after the juncture but difficult in English.   However, the paper 

concludes among others that English and Ikwerre differ in syllable structure in the 

area of syllable components, syllabification, phonotactic constraints, ambisylla 
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bificatioin, sonority sequencing but covergent in sonority scalling which is 

approximately same for most languages. 

 

Key words: Syllables, syllabification, onset, nucleus, coda. 

 

Introduction 

The purpose of this study is not to do a historical survey of the Language and its wide 

coverage but to x-ray the possibility of comparing its Language apparatus and viability 

with another Language (English) in the area of her syllable Structure, since all Languages 

are assumed to be equal and has prospects of growth as much as the other, if genuinely 

developed. 

 

Thus, the study of the syllable Structure in English and Ikwerre Language is relevant to 

Scholars, researchers, Teachers and other Language users because it is considered as the 

basic unit in Phonological analysis. Other importance of the study includes: 

1) The syllable is a major ingredients of Phonological generalizations, in terms of 

demarcating morpheme edges, defining position as well as shapes of affixes. 

2) It helps in generalization about the distribution of allophonic features. 

3) It states, simplifies and makes explicit matters of phonological process in a 

language. 

4) It is relevant in organizing sequence of speech sounds. 

5) A knowledge of syllable structure is the anchor for segmental and Suprasegmental 

phenomena. Thus, it is important to explore the syllable structure of a Language 

in order to determine among other things the occurrence of segments in particular 

syllable position.  

 

Conceptual Framework 

The syllable is the smallest pronounceable unit of an utterance. Crystal (1997, p373) defines 

the syllable as “a unit of pronunciation typically larger than a single sound and smaller 

than a word.” This definition undermines the fact that some syllables could be equal to 

some words. A syllable can be phonetically or phonologically constituted.  Phonetically, 

syllables are described as constituting a centre which has little or no obstruction to the 

airflow and which sounds comparative loud; before and after this centre, there will be 

greater obstruction to airflow and/or less Loud sound (Roach, 1997, p.67). And 

phonologically, the syllable is a constituent consisting of the segments surrounding a 

vowel or vowel-like sound and it imposes organization on segments (Fromkin 2000, p. 78.). 

Internally, the syllable is divided into onset and a rhyme (pronounced rime). The rhyme is 

further divided into nucleus or the peak (i.e. the pitch) and a coda. 
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The onsets and the codas are optional in most languages of the world but the nucleus is 

obligatory in all languages. For some languages, syllables lacking codas (open Syllables) 

abound in addition to possible syllables with codas (closed syllables) (Fromkin 2000, 

p.589). This suggests that different languages have different syllable structure types with 

some similarities. 

 

Therefore, the essence of this work, is to analyze the difference or divergent and 

convergent syllable structure of English and Ikwerre languages. 

 

Theoretical Framework 

This study was anchored on the contrastive analysis theory propounded by Lado Robert 

in 1957 in his book titled Linguistics across culture. Lado claimed that “those elements 

which are similar to (the learners) native language will be simple for him, and those 

elements that are different, will be difficult” Lado and Fries (1945), believed that difficulties 

in learning a language can be predicted on the basis of a systematic comparison of the 

system of the learners first language (its grammar, phonology and lexicon) with the system 

of a second language. Although, Lado’s suggestion was not popularly accepted as some 

scholars on the opposition prove that prediction based on similarities in languages create 

confusion rather than understanding for learners. 

 

However, this theory is relevant to this work as it is situated within the context of 

understanding the theories of the syllable structure and a lee way to understanding the 

differences and similarities to enable the learners translate and interpret the pair of 

languages under study. Also, it helps to translate learners thinking in an informed way 

that will shape his or her initiative relationship to the language. 

 

Review of Related Literature  

Features of the syllable formation  

The vowel is the main syllable forming element but in some languages under some 

conditions sonorants may also become. Nevertheless, from the functional characteristics of 

the syllables, the following features are derivable.  

1) A syllable is a chin of phonemes of varying length, 

2) A syllable is constructed on the basis of contrast of its constituents (which is 

usually of vowel-consonant type), 

3) The nucleus of a syllable is a vowel, the presence of consonant(s) are optional; 

almost all languages uses vowels as syllable nuclei, even though, some others have 

consonants that can pass for syllable nuclei; 
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4) The distribution of phonemes in the syllabic structure follows rules which are 

specific for a particular language.  

 

The structure of a syllable/the syllable structure   

What structures of a syllable can be viewed from the internal constitutions or components 

of a syllable which describes a syllable as a unit of organization for a sequence of speech 

sounds. For instance, the English word matter is composed of two syllables: mat and ter. 

A syllable is typically made up of a syllable nucleus (most often a vowel) with optional 

initial and final margins (typically, consonants (Denham and Bobeck, 2013, p. 122). The 

rhyme has been further divided into the nucleus which in the large majority of syllables is 

a vowel (the exception are syllabic consonants, syllabic nasals or fricative vowel as the case 

may be) and the Coda, which are any consonants following the nucleus. 

 

This can be neatly divided into two as onset and rhyme (nucleus and coda) in a diagram 

as schema 1: 

 

Schema I 

In what follows, syllable types are determined by the number of nuclei that a word 

contains in a language. Thus, a word that consists of a single syllable (e.g. pan in English) 

is known as monosyllable (or monosyllabic). Di or bisyllable words are made up of two 

syllables, trisyllabic words are three syllables words and polysyllabic refers to either a 

word or more than three syllables.  

 

English has six phonics syllable types, namely, the closed syllables (ends in a consonant, 

has a short vowel sound), open syllable (does not end in a consonant, has a long vowel 

sound), vowel-consonant – “E”. The final “e” is silent and makes next vowel before it long; 

diphthong; two vowels next to each other that together create a new sound and novel team: 

two pronounced vowels next to each other e.g. thief; consonant __ “LE”: the stable final 

syllable, only found at the end of a syllable (results in simple consonant with open syllable 

but results in double with a closed syllable).  Power - “R”, a syllable where a vowel is 

followed by the letter “r”. The “r” takes control of the vowel and changes the way that it 

is pronounced and the schwa which can end in a consonant or not but an unemphasized 

syllable whose vowel is somewhat swallowed and pronounced like “uh”, symbolically 

represent as [r]. 

 

Syllable boundaries morpheme boundaries? 

The issue of syllable boundaries deals with the interface between phonology and 

morphology. It brings to fore a more practical application of the theories of syllables to 
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reality. These boundaries could be morpheme or word boundaries. Morpheme boundaries 

are represented with (+) while word are notated as (≠). 

A criterion for determining the boundaries may be whether the stem is free or not. In which 

case, issues like vowel shift (ei~ᵊℓ), velar soffing (k ~s) or stress change is being discussed. 

Hence, if the stem of a word is free, there is a boundary after it. For every boundary 

demarcation of morphine or word there is a phonological rule and change that 

accompanies it.  Some phonological changes occur in coda (others in onset) position. Also, 

onset maximization was claimed to be a universal principle, that is, a string VCV is always 

expected to be syllabified as V.C.V. 

 

Sonority in Syllable structure  

Sonority principle  

It is known as sonority scaling or sonority hierarchy. In relation to syllable structure, 

sonority is useful in the following aspects:  

 

First, it determines “cut off points” for what segments can be moraic and for what 

segments can be syllabic.  

 

Secondly, it determines preferred nuclei and onsets referred to as syllabification algorithm 

(Dell &Elmedlaoui, 1985). Here, the simplified set as stated hypothetical Y at top scale and 

X is unrestricted  

Low vowels [-consonant, + low],  

High vowels [-cons, - low] (no mid vowels) 

liquids[+ cons, + son, - nas] 

nasals[+ cons, + son, + nas]  

voiced fricatives [(-son,) + cons, + voi] 

voiceless fricatives [(-son) – cont, + voi] 

 

From left to right across the string in the sequence XY, X is optional word initial but 

required elsewhere. Also, a projected mora and syllable not from Y 

 

The Contrast between the Phonological Structure of English andIkwerre 

Generally, every language manifests a particular way of combining sounds to form 

meaningful words or parts of words, called syllables. These sounds do not just string 

together without proper possible combinations based on certain restrictions and 

regularities. Therefore, the syllable structure of English follows the Canonical structure of 

CVC or can be summarized as C3VC4 (initial consonant may range from one to three with 

the nucleus as the peak=V-vowel in the centre and with as much as four consonants at the 
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end position. But Ikwerre has an alternate structure which includes the V, CVC (Aleruchi, 

2007)type and with a peculiarity of the syllabic nasal – N, the consonant – glide – vowel 

CGV, (Worukwo, 1983, Aleruchi 1987)which is obligatorily tone-bearing (nucleus). The 

CVC captures the structure of most languages of the world, although some others have 

peculiar structures like the Chinese language which has a medial nucleus with multiple 

rime branching. 

 

Other contrast between the two languages shall be discussed under the following basic 

sub-heads as: (1) Syllable components (2) Syllable hierarchy weighting (3) Syllabification 

(4) Phonotactic Constraints (5) Ambisyllabification (6) Syllable Scaling (7) Sonority 

sequencing 

 

Syllable Components: 

The syllable components vary from language to language. A typical model consists of one 

onset, one nucleus and one coda and is neatly grouped into two as stated in the two 

languages under study.  Thus, a syllable is internally divided into: Onset (o), Nucleus, and 

Coda.  These shall be discussed one at a time. 

 

English language accommodates consonant or consonant clusters as onset but may be 

optional in some cases. In a word like ‘or’/ↄ:/, at/æt/, ‘l’/ai/, etc no consonant onset is found, 

while consonant clusters are preferred in some monosyllabic, di or bisyllabic, trisyllabic 

and polysyllabic words.  ‘stew’/stju:/’star’/sta;/cv monosyllabic. 

 

The examples are ‘street’/stri:t/, ‘common/kɒmən/-cvccve.  The cccvc and cvccvc that 

indicate English consonant clusters are capable of occurring at pre-initial, initial and post 

initial positions. Whereas, in Ikwerre, consonant onset(s)are also optional but without 

clusters of any kind, either as pre-initial, initial or post-initial. Rather certain sounds 

present structures that show otherwise. Examples are: �̀�k�́� ‘hand’ /a:ka/ - VCV, r�̀�who 

‘stomach’ /r�̀�ℎ𝑤ᴐ/-cvcvᴐ �̀�𝑚�̀� ‘beauty’ /ma:/. The ‘wh’ and ‘mm’ in ‘stomach’ and ‘beauty’ 

are no consonant clusters but nasalization and aspirational sounds.  

 

While English and Ikwerre could admit or omit onset at relevant positions some other 

languages as Hebrew, Arabic, Hawaiian forbid it, as most words begin with vowels or 

glottal stops and fricative in their languages - /ahi/’fire’/hebel/’Abel’/?/ in ?abraham. 

 

Nucleus 

The term rhyme or rime covers the nucleus and the coda. The English Language and 

Ikwerrerecognize the nucleus, which is the peak as an obligatory element of the syllable.  
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‘Eye’/ai/is a minimal nucleus in English. Monothongs, diphthongs, triphthong and atimes 

syllabic consonants constitute the nucleus of a syllable in English while Ikwerre maintains 

the conventional middle position of nucleus as V or N, like most tone languages, an 

accompanying tone mark is attached to the applicable nucleus occupying the center slot. 

Unlike English, the Ikwerre syllabic nasal – N (when necessary) occupies the V slot, the 

English V can only be replaced by a syllabic consonant. Contrastively, the former 

(English)has the syllabic consonant as sonorants like [l], [r], [m], [n], or [ɧ] as in bottle, 

rhythm, button, and lock ’n key and can occur only in medial and final positions, the later, 

has itsassyllabic nasals as [m], [n] and [ɧ] which can occur anywhere but final position 

except in a word like ‘sun’/ahàm̀/which has undergone some phonological changes.  

Examples of words with syllabic nasals are ‘beauty’/m̀↓mà/,‘oil’/mↄ ̀nↄ/and ‘person’/րé/.  

The tone pattern illustrated in the N, are high-down stepped-high (H↓H), high-falling (HF) 

and high (H), respectively. 

 

Examples of words with Syllabic Nucleus in the two Languages  

English Words N IkwerreWords N  

 

plant [plænt] 

beet [bit] 

[æ] 

[I] 

Sam̀bì [ì] ‘key’ 

ode [oud]  [ou] ndà      [ǹdà] [n] ‘father’ 

bitten[bìt.ən] [n]    

rain [ein] [ei] ànim[àրìm] [m] ‘tortoise’ 

 

Also, other languages have it as syllabic fricatives or fricative vowels at phonemic level 

e.g. Mandarin Chinese and Chinokan languages. 

 

Coda 

The permissible constraints of some languages forbid consonants at final position of a 

syllable while others have only a nucleus and onset or a nucleus and codawith Zero (Ø) 

onset. The inclusion of coda in a syllable is determined by the phonotatic constraints of the 

language under review.  In English,allonset consonants except the glottal fricative /h/ are 

allowed as syllable codas.English tolerates onset clusters and codas differently, as the onset 

/str/ in ‘strengths’ is impossible or cannotpass for a coda; likewise the coda ‘ngths’ cannot 

serve as an onset in any word. 

 

Note that coda-less syllable of the form V,CV,CCV, is called an open syllable or free 

syllable, while a syllable that has a coda (VC,CVC,CVCC, etc) is known as closed syllable 
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or checked syllable, thesehavenothing to do with the open or closed vowels as they are 

only defined by the phoneme that ends the syllable.Again, it is worthy to mention that 

when a syllable is not the last syllable in a word, the nucleus normally must be followed 

by two consonants in order for the syllable to be closed.  This is because a single syllable 

following consonant is typically considered the onset of the following 

syllable.Example/pæn/ ‘pan’. 

 

When a geminate (double) consonant occurs, the syllable boundary occurs in the middle 

as found in the words mir-ror, bub-ble, top-ple, dab-ble, etc. 

 

Whereas, the English codas constitute both closed and open syllables, Ikwerre language 

operates more coda-less or inclined towards the open or free syllable form with the tone-

bearing vowels or syllabic nasals.  Represented as V,CV, CCV, NCV, VCV, VCGC.  Only 

few syllables end in CVC in the language. Some of such word are borrowed from English 

and Portugese e.g. /Sam̀bì/ ‘key’ and /àrũso/ ‘rice’, etc. 

 

Examples of syllable Coda with different segments of combinations in English and Ikwerre 

are represented below in a table:   

 

English Syllable Ikwerre Syllable T Glossary 

 

at: V = /æ/, k = /t/ VC ákà:V=/a/ VCV LH ‘hand’ 

milk: V=/i/, k=/lk/ VCC ί/ó:v=/1/o/ V H ‘you’ 

crispy: V=/i/, k=/psy/ VCCV edé:=/e/ NCV HH ‘cocoyam’ 

First: V=/i/, k= /rst/ VCCC dibjià /a/ ĺ VCGV HL ‘doctor’ 

twelfths: V =/ɛ/, k 

=/lf𝜃𝑠/ 

VCCCC ίhίé = /e/ VCVV HHhH ‘red chalk’ 

  mϸuru = 

/u/ 

NCVCV LLL ‘fruit’ 

  Sam̀bì = /I/ CVNCV HRH ‘key’ 

      

coda that end in Nucleus     

sue, V = /ju:/ V bià = /à/ CVC LL ‘come’ 

tie, V = /aI/ V     
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However, other languages that forbid codas with free syllable include Hawaiian and 

Swahili.  Syllable Hierarchy(Grouping of Components). 

 

The internal structure of syllable is not a generally accepted issue among scholars as some 

phonologists do not consent to the existence of the syllable as a theoretical entity but the 

fact remains that syllables have groupings which are categorized based on their hierarchy 

or order in a tree diagram.  This depends on the number of onsets, nucleus and coda 

branching in a structure.  It further shows that whether a syllableis light as in single vowel 

= V or heavy as in two consonants clusters with vowel e.g. CCV or CVCC, that is, a 

branching rime, which is either a closed syllable that ends in a consonant clusters, or a 

branching nucleus i.e. a long vowel or diphthongs.  The super-heavy syllableis made up 

of VVC syllable with both branching nucleus (and rime or VCC syllable i.e. a coda with 

two or more consonants).  All of these weighing and order are language specific as the 

phonotatic and other phonological rules dictate the tone.  In English, the weight of syllable 

isbased on the multiple onsets, nucleus and coda contained. As a syllable-timed language, 

the primary stress is fairly regular though has shifted gradually with the influence of other 

languages like French, Latin and German.  The weight of syllable in English can also be 

measured by rhythm and meter but applicable in poems, whereas, Ikwerre as a tone 

language measures by the tone like the Japanese to determine its syllable weight. Consider 

schema 2 for light weight, 3 for heavy and 4 for super-heavy syllables in English and 

Ikwerre.  

 

For Ikwerre single or light syllable in (c) the rhyme is linear one with nucleus as V in an 

onset position as 3SG (i.e. third person singular pronoun /Ó/ ‘she’ or ‘he’ and its attached 

high tone (H).  The (d) is also a single syllable but with a CV structure consisting of one 

consonant onset and one nucleus – V with no coda and its corresponding low tone (L). 

 

Schema 2 

(a)                Ó 

    

  Onset         Rhyme        

  Nucleus  Coda 

        

      C   V    VC  

      P    o      o  r   ‘poor’ 
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Right-branching of heavy syllable model for the word ‘poor’ with one onset, two nuclei 

and a coda in English. 

 

 

(b)   Ó 

     

               Onset            Rhyme  

  

Initial   Medial NucleusCoda 

 

C    c v      v     c      c 

f              l        o      u     t       s    ‘flouts’ 

 

Double branching with initial consonants medial liquid and double 

nuclei and codas in English 

 

Double branching (i.e.two onsets, diphthong nucleus and two codas) ofheavy syllables in 

English word ‘flouts’.  The (a) is a heavy syllable tree diagram with a double nucleus 

branching of a long vowel /u:/VV, and single onset and a coda, showing the V constituents 

as an obligatory structure of the CCV V CC.  Also the (b) has double onset CC a diphthong 

as nucleus –V and two codas.  Relationship among the two constituent elements indicates 

a right and left branching of consonants and vowel clusters which can be called a “core” 

or “body” that splitted and put together to form a word ‘flouts’. 

 

Schema 3:  

  (a)       Ó    (b)          Ó 

   Onset  Rhyme    OR 

    

    Nucleus  Coda   Initial Medial Nucleus Coda 

 

     Ø     V     V                  Ø        V      G      V        V 

      á       i  ‘we’                       ĺ        w     á       ĺ         ‘money’ 

Heavy syllable branching in Ikwerre 

 

Heavy syllable branching in Ikwerre with null or zero onset but a double branching nuclei 

as vowels in (a) and the (b) super heavy syllable with double onset branching made up of 

a vowel-V as pre-initialonset,a G- glide in medial position and a V in nucleus and V as 

coda.   
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The VV at the nucleus and rime position does not indicate vowel clusters, as such 

combination is notpossible in the languagebut can be interpreted as distinctive phonemes 

of open syllables. 

 

Syllabification 

English, for instance, has a spelling system that is somewhat phonetic, as the symbols 

correspond to sounds in a fairly systematic way, even with a lot of inconsistencies.  

Consider the mismatches in between the spelling system and sound system in the 

following words below. 

 

The “ee” sound in these words and how it is spelt: 

Spelled words Sound symbols Pronunciation 

Plea /i:/ /pl:/ 

Tee /i:/ /ti: /  

Key /i:/ /ki:/ 

Skip /I/   /skIp/ 

People /i:/ /pi:pl/(silent e) 

 

The “c” letter in words and spelling and how it is pronounced: 

Spelled Words Sound Syllable Pronunciation 

Candy /k/ /’kændi/ 

Cent /s/ /sent/ 

Cello /ʧ/ /ʧel.əʋ/ 

Ocean /ʃ/ /əʋʃən / 

 

Some English words bear letters that are silent or not pronounced as exemplified in words 

as: 

Words Silent Letters Pronunciation 

Know ‘k’ /nəʋ/ 

Gnat ‘g’ /næt/ 

Dumb ‘b’ /d^m/ 

 

And other combinations that result in different unpredictable sounds like the –ough 

collection of letters as in – though/əʋ/, ‘through’ /Өrəʋ/, ‘taught’/ta:t/; ‘laugh’/la:f/ and 

others are evidence that English syllabification is both phonetic and etymological 

(morphological) in nature. 
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Covergently, Ikwerre syllabification also has fairly one-to-one correspondence between its 

symbols and sounds as nasalization and vowel harmony play major rolesin the 

orthography and phonemic symbols of the language.  A clear case is that of the univalent 

and ambivalent sequences of fricatives and affricative/ʧ/, /ʤ/ which are not allophones of 

their plain counterparts in complementary distribution but they are interpreted as single 

phonemes of their own. Consider the examples below: 

 

Affricatives   Plain Counterpart 

/ʧì/ ‘drive away’  /tↄ ̀/ ‘loose’ 

/ʧↄ ̀/ ‘seek’   /sↄ ̀/ ‘forbid’ 

/ʤↄ ̀/ ‘ugly’   /dↄ ̀/ ‘drag’ 

/ʤù/ ‘reject’   /zù/ ‘buy’ 

 

The above affricates cannot be taken for allophones of stops or fricatives as they contrast 

with their plain counterparts. 

 

Some Phonotactic constraints in the two languages 

Phonotatic constraints are natural and unconscious restrictions on the permissible 

combination of phonemes in a language.All syllables have nucleus in English whereas 

syllables with nucleus are tone bearing units in Ikwerre. Both Languages do not admit 

germinates (double consonants) , but doubling of consonants occur in English only if a 

closed syllable is connected to another syllable that begins with a consonant as in – ‘com-

mon’ , ‘let-ter’, but-ter’ and others. 

 

While English does not take the phoneme velar nasal /ŋ/ as in -*/ŋns/* (not possible word) 

at onset, Ikwerre accepts all nasals at the onset and medial position as in /ñńe/‘mother’ but 

not coda-/enn/ as does English. High tones are usually unmaked in Ikwerre. 

 

No glottal fricative /h/ in the syllable coda in English as well as Ikwerre.  Ikwerre admits 

more of nuclei syllable coda. 

 

Affricates /ʧ ʤ/occupy onset positions in Ikwerre whether single or complex syllables as 

in / ʧↄ ̀ / ‘seek’ and /ʤↄ ̀/ ‘become ugly’.  It is not possible to have affricates as complex onsets 

rather the first consonant in a complex onset must be an obstruent (less sonorous sounds, 

usually consonants). 

 

However, every subsequent constrained within a sequence of consonants and vowel 

combinations in a syllable must follow the relevant phonotactic rules in a language. 
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Ambisyllabicity 

In English phonology phonotactics intervocalic consonants are the ambisyllabic syllables 

as they can be divided either proceeding and following syllables as in the word /h^.ri/  

‘hurry’ which results in syllable-final /r/ and /h^.ri/ becomes a syllable final short stressed 

vowel, which is non-occurring.  “Consonants are syllabified with the more strongly 

stressed of two flanking syllables” (Wells 2002). Unlike English, Ikwerre is characterized 

by intervocalic consonants that are not weakened or disappear except in fast speeches.  The 

consonants are not lenitated(weak and disappear entirely) but are assimilated intothe 

vowel sound before the juncture where final vowel is V1 in anticipation of the following 

initial vowel after it,which is V2.  While syllable boundary is complicated in former, it is 

very clear in the later as exemplified below: 

 

(a) áhwà#ίsé    áhwàììsé   

 ‘year’ ‘five    ‘five years’ 

(b) ówú#iʤίʤί   o’wiiʤίʤί 

 ‘goat’ ‘black’  ‘black goat’ 

 

Examples above resultsin assimilation and brings about a phonetic long vowel.  Ikwerre 

does not record phonemic long vowel. This also results in reduplication in the sentence. 

 

Sonority Sequencing/Scaling 

This implies a ranking of speech sound by amplitudes.  The sonority sequencing principles 

states that syllable nucleus (centre) often a vowel, constitute a sonority peak that is 

preceded and/or followed by a sequence of segments–consonants – with progressively 

decreasing sonority values (i.e. the sonority has to fall towards both edges of the syllable). 

The sonority values of segments are determined by sonority hierarchy as stated below: 

 

English and Ikwerre Sonority Scale 

Most sonorous – least sonorous Examples 

Low (open vowels) [a] 

Mid vowels [eo] 

High vowels (close vowels) [iu] 

Glide (semi vowels) [w] 

Flaps [r] 

Laterals [l] 

Nasals [m nn] 

Voiced fricatives [zvð / 

Voiceless fricatives [f𝜃   𝑠     ] 
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Voiced plosives [ b d g ] 

Voiceless plosives [p t k ] 

Complex plosives  

 

From the foregoing, the scale of sonority is ascertained through the vibration of the vocal 

cords.  Vowels are ranked highest due to their greatest vibration rate while consonants are 

in part due to the lack of vibration or a break in vibration.  Despite language– specific 

variations, it is assumed that sonority hierarchy cuts across broad lines, it hardlyvaries 

from language to language, as it has been approximated tobe the same, irrespective of 

other peculiarities.  Thus, the sonority scales for both languages remain similar as the 

greatest begins from the open vowels [a] to least sonorous – consonant (obstruents–ptk). 

 

Conclusions 

Conclusively, a tabular representation of the prosaic contrast according to the sub-heads 

high-lighted in the work is hereby presented: 

 

A tabular representation of the syllable contrast in the two languages. 

S/N Sub-heads English Ikwerre 

1. Basic 

Phonological 

structure 

V = Vowel, CV = vowel- 

consonant and CVC = 

Consonant 

Vowel – consonant 

Summarized as C3VC4 

In addition to the canonical VCVC, 

N= syllabic nasals, T=Tone, VCV V, 

CGV = consonant –glide – vowel 

summarized as synchronically 

VCVV still evolving. 

2. Syllable 

components 

Apart from normal onset, 

nucleus and coda 

components, it is capable of 

accommodating clusters at 

the initial positions with all 

three but velar /ŋ/ never occur 

as onset and no glottal /h/ and 

glides in syllable coda.All 

syllables have a nucleus. 

No germinate except 

syllableboundary # occurs in 

the middle. 

Has more of nucleus in the pre-

initial onsets.  More intervocalic 

consonants in medial positions 

without Lenitated effect. Admits 

more of nuclei codas.  No 

consonant clusters or vowel team.  

Sounds are interpreted in single 

units.  Syllabic nasals can occupy 

onset and nucleus position but not 

as codas, except in a word 

/áhàm̀/’sun’.  No nucleus operates 

without a corresponding tone. 
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3. Syllabic 

Hierarchy 

Comprised of light and more 

heavy syllable with the 

highest branching of three 

onsets, two nucleus and four 

codas. 

Consists more of heavy and super-

heavy syllable than light ones with a 

pre-initial coda, and a medial, a 

preferred intervocalic consonants 

and an obligatorily nucleus codas. 

No diphthong or cluster onsets or 

coda.  Single consonants occupy 

onset positions. 

4. Syllabification Has phonetic and 

etymological nature.  Fairly 

one-to-one letter to sound 

correspondence with many 

inconsistencies.Phonemes of 

fricativesand affricatives are 

variants of their plain 

counterparts in 

complementing distribution 

or substitution. 

Even though with a nucleus tone, 

has fairly one to one letter to sound 

correspondence as doubtful sounds 

are interpreted as single units not 

variants of their plain counterparts. 

 

 

5. 

 

Ambisilabicity Intervocalic consonants are 

consideredambi-syllabified 

as syllable boundaries are 

complicated to determine. 

Similarly, ambicilabicity is 

characterized by intervocalic 

consonants but without suffering 

Lenitation rather assimilation 

results as boundaries # are easily 

determined at junction V1 and V2. 

6. Sonority The Sonority sequencing and 

scaling is approximated to be 

similar in all languages 

including English and 

Ikwerre.  While the most 

sonorous represents as the 

open vowel [a] the least 

remain the obstruents 

[ptk]. 

 

 

Same 

 

 

From the above therefore, it is obvious that the syllable structure of English and Ikwerre 

languages differ in so many respects while their similarities abound in minute areas. This 
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research has given us an insight into what syllable structure of the two languages is made 

of, even though; it may not be exhaustive in itself. It may serve as useful material to 

researchers and other language developers as well as students of language in 

understanding how changes occur in the areas of phonetic and Phonological processes in 

the two languages such as syllabification, syllable hierarchy, ambisyllabification, sonority 

sequencing to mention but a few. This may also provide some spelling and pronunciation 

guides to teachers and learners of languages. While the Ikwerre syllable structure can be 

summarized as: 

 

Abbreviations 

C  = Consonant e.g. /P/ 

G  = Glide e.g. /j/ 

T  = Tone e.g. /‘ ɔ:’/ 

S/N  = Syllabic nasal e.g. /n/, or /m/ 

CS  = Consonant Vowels e.g. /ré/ ‘sell’ 

CGS  =  Consonant, Glide and Vowel e.g. /só/ ‘grow’ 

 

The English syllable structure remains V = vowel e.g. /ɔ:/ ‘or’, CV = Consonant – vowel e.g. 

/ba:/ ‘bar’ and CVC = Consonant- vowel -consonant e.g.  /kӕt/ ‘cat’. 
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